
Gets Me Big, Gets Me Strong Workout Plan (6 Week Plan) 
 

 

Day 1: Chest & Triceps  

 

Barbell Flat Bench 8,6,4,6,8 Heavy weight, 2-3 min rest b/t 

sets 

 

Inclined DB Bench 1-to-5 *4 rounds *Rest Based 

Inclined DB Flies 10  

Push-ups 5-to-1 

 

 DB = Dumbbell  

 1-to-5 = Do one full rep, then one “pulsing” rep. Follow that with 2 full reps, then 2 

pulsing reps, then 3 full reps, 3 pulse reps, 4 full, 4 pulse, 5 full, 5 pulse 

 5-to-1 = Same as above ^ except begin with 5 full reps & 5 pulses, and decrease all the 

way to one rep & one pulse 

 Rest Based = There is no set rest time. Rest WHENEVER you need to throughout the 

workout, and rest until you are able to go again. 

 

Dips 10,10,10 Body weight 2 minutes rest 

 

 If you have to jump up to complete the last couple reps that is fine. Complete 10 repetitions 

though 

 

Day 2: Legs & Abs 

 

 

Squats 8,6,4,6,8 HEAVY weight 2-3 minutes rest b/t sets 

 

Barbell Lunges 8,8,8,8 HEAVY weight 2-3 min rest b/t sets 

 
Deadlift 6,6,6,6 Heavy Weight 2-3 minutes rest b/t sets 

 

ABS  

Lay flat crunches 15 *Rest Based 

Reverse crunches 15 *Complete 4-6 rounds 

Weighted Declined Crunches 10  

Russian Twists Failure 

 

 

Day 3: Back & Biceps 

 

T-Bar Rows 8,8,8,8 HEAVY weight 2-3 minutes rest b/t sets 

 

EZ Bar Curls 8,8,8,8 Heavy Weight 2-3 minutes rest b/t sets 

 

Rows/Reverse Flies 1-to-5 Moderate Weight DB *Rest Based 

Inverted Body Rows Failure Body Weight *3-4 rounds 

 

 Rows/Reverse Flies = Set up an inclined bench. Lay down with your chest on the bench. Begin 

with one row, then do one reverse fly. Continue with 2 rows, and one reverse fly. Keep increasing 

the rows by one while doing ONE reverse fly in between until you reach 5 repetitions of the rows. 



 Inverted body rows = Use a smith machine, set the bar to about waist height, and lay on your back 

underneath the bar. Pull yourself up until you touch your chest to the bar, that is one rep. Repeat 

this until “failure” (i.e. you cannot do anymore).  

 

Day 4: Shoulders & Sprints 

 

Arnold Press 10,10,10,10 HEAVY DB 2 minutes rest b/t sets 

 

Lateral Raise (heavy) 8 *4-6 rounds 

Lateral Raise (light) 15 *Rest Based 

External Rotations 

overhead w/ plate 

10  

External rotations at side 10 

 

 ER Overhead w/plate = Grab a lighter plate (10 lbs?),  raise them in the air over your head with 

your arms at a 90 degree angle. Rotate your arms down with your elbows remaining locked. 

O               O plate   Position 2 

|     |    ___O___ 

|____O___| Arms   |               | Arms 

  Position 1    |   | 

     O   O Plates 

 

 ER at side = same idea as above, except elbows will be in a locked position tight to the side of 

your body.  

 

Sprints  

100 yards (50% speed) 2 

100 yards (75% speed) 2 

100 yards (100% speed) 6-10 

200 yards (100% speed) 1-4 

 

 

 Make sure you warm up! 

 I usually walk about 100 yards in b/t sprints to make sure I am fully recovered for the next sprint. 

 It is essential to recover b/t sprints, so you can go 100% on the next sprint. 


